SPONSORSHIP PLAN

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT TO PREVIOUS SPONSORS & EXHIBITORS
SPONSORSHIP PACKAGE

Diamond Sponsor = USD 33000
- Logo presentation
- 54 sqm booth
- 25 mins solo speech on main expo Day 1
- 25 mins solo speech on specific stream of main expo Day 2
- Vertical billboard at the expo main lobby (3.2mW*7.7mH)
- E-newsletter announcement
- Social media promotion

Platinum Sponsor = USD 25000
- Logo presentation
- 36 sqm booth
- 25 mins solo speech on main expo Day 1
- 25 mins solo speech on specific stream of main expo Day 2
- Vertical billboard at the expo main lobby (3.2mW*7.7mH)
- E-newsletter announcement
- Social media promotion

Gold Sponsor = USD 20000
- Logo presentation
- 36 sqm booth
- 25 mins solo speech on specific stream of main expo Day 2
- Vertical billboard at the expo main lobby (1.4mW*7.7mH)
- E-newsletter announcement
- Social media promotion

Silver Sponsor = USD 13000
- Logo presentation
- 18 sqm booth
- 25 mins solo speech on specific stream of main expo Day 2
- Vertical billboard at the expo main lobby (1.4mW*7.7mH)
- E-newsletter announcement
- Social media promotion

Water Sponsor = USD 8000 (Exclusive)
- Logo presentation
- 2000 bottles of water with branding label will be provided at the water station
- E-newsletter announcement
- Social media promotion

Wifi Sponsor = USD 7000 (Exclusive)
- Logo presentation
- Advertisement on the landing page of wifi accessing
- E-newsletter announcement
- Social media promotion

Please kindly contact Mr. Hanzo Zhang for tailor-made sponsorship package and more details for the sponsorship plan, Mr. Hanzo Zhang, General Manager | Office +86 21 6432 6270 | Mobile +86 158 0062 2436 | Email: Hanzo.Zhang@neovenuturecorp.com
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